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Introduction '

The last year has been a period of great progress for the field of weak

neutral currents in neutrino-induced reactions. This paper will review the

recent experimental results on exclusive neutral current processes. Signi-

ficant data exists on five reactions:

v p •*• v nit (2)
H P . .

v p — v pir (3)

v n • v ni (4)
HP

v n — v px .

Processes (2) and (3) have definitely been observed in the 12-foot chamber at

Argonne National Laboratory. The upper limit on elastic scattering re-

ported by CERN several years ago has been checked by Argonne. . J And
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recent work at Argonne suggests that reaction (5) has an appreciable cross
o [4]

section. The old upper limit onvN-* vNir obtained at Brookhaven .has

not yet been improved, although a new, much improved result is expected

shortly.

+ o
Reactions vp — vnir , ypir

Fourteen physicists at Argonne, Concordia College, and Purdue Univer-

sity have searched for and observed single pion production by neutral cur-

rents. The beam of mucn-type neutrinos at Argonne is well known; as shown

• in Fig. 1, the flux peaks near 0. 5 GeV. Remember that the threshold for

vp **• vA (1236) is 0. 35 GeV neutrino energy, while the threshold for the

related charged current reaction vp •* jx A (1236) is 0. 50 GeV. It is also

important to note that two pi on production is strongly suppressed (<r(iir)/

v (2ir) s 1/iO) because of the lack of v flux above i. 5 GeV/c. The detec-

tor in this experiment is the *~-foot bubble chamber. There have been three

exposures - one with a hydrogen filling and two with deuterium; a total of
18700,000 pictures have been analyzed, which corresponds to 0. 9 x 10 protons

on the production target.

In broad-band neutrino beams, neutral current reactions are 0-constraint

only if all of the final state hadrons are detected (unknown are the incident

neutrino energy and the three-momentum of the final state neutrino). In the

12-foot experiment, the signature for vp •*> vvm is a single * track that

begint in the liquid; the neutron is not observed. In reaction (3), one observes



the final state proton and one of the y conversions; since the probability of .

e e" production is only 4%, one expects very few two pair events. So be- ,

cause the hadrons arc not completely detected, reactions (2) and (3) cannot

be kinematically fit - the experiment is a counting experiment (like all other

neutral current experiments to date).

There are three methods of detecting vp -* vnir candidates (* 's begin-

ning in the liquid). First there are the "le -ing 1-prongs11 (scanning efficiency

of 80 ± 7%). One must separate the ir "s from (a) leaving protons from np -»

np scatters, and (b) from incoming ir 's that charge exchange into all neutrals.

This is done by using dE/dx energy loss in the liquid. The ir /p separation

is done by demanding that the proton mass assignment for the track be over-

stopped by at least five standard deviations; 10 events pass this test. The

* /* " separation is done by segmenting the track and measuring the momen-

tum of each half; 4 events are found to be definitely leaving * *s. The detec-

tion efficiency for leaving ir *s using these techniques is measured by apply-

ing the same techniques to the leaving * tracks in the reaction

" H P* (6)

observed in the same film. Fig. 2 shows the detection efficiency as a function

of pion momentum; a cut was made at 400 MeV/c. »

The second method of detecting ir mesons is by scanning for the ir -»

|t •» e decay sequence on single tracks. The scanning efficiency is 85 ± 5%,

10 events were found, and they are. all less than 400 McV/c in momentum.

The final detection method is to search for three-prong events where the ir

J



- meson begins in liquid and then elastically scatters off a proton (ir p •* IT p).

Only unique 4-constraint fits are accepted. The detection efficiency is mea-

sured to be 95% by analyzing the ir 's in the vp — ji ~pir events that have

secondary scatters. Four single ir tracks were found; again all four have

momentum less than 400 MeV/c. For comparison, we note that 91% of all

* 's in reaction (6) are less than 400 MeV/c just because the reaction is

dominated by A(1236) production *t the target vertex. Figs* 3(a) and (b) show

the * momentum spectrum in reactions (2} and (6).

The selection of the vp — vp* events is simple: one demands a 3-

constraint fit of a e e~ pair pointing to a i-prong track. There are 12 such

events. Although an overall kinematic fit to vp •* vpir cannot be made, one

can apply selection criteria to the 1-prong tracks based on the known kine-

matics of the proton tracks in vp — y. ~pir . One finds that 99% of the protons

in reaction (6) lie within 60° of the v beam direction, and 91% are less than

1 GeV/c in momentum. Applying these cuts to the 1-prong + y data sample,

8 events survive. Fig. 4(a) shows the proton momentum spectrum in reaction (3).

Having selected the neutral'current candidates, one must next measure

the possible backgrounds from neutrons, photons, anti-neutrinos, K 's and

charged hadrons.

First consider the. neutron background to the w sample. The background

process is np — nrnr (ir ); this is measured by using 1-constraint fits to the

three-prong np -* ppw " events. In fact, the number of np.-» nnir events equals

r



the number of np -• ppir events because of charge symmetry. There is a

striking property of this neutron background: because the chamber shielding •

is weak on top (where the five camera ports are located), 90% of the neutrons

dip downwards into the chamber. Fig. 5 shov/s a scatter plot of the dip angles

of the n and ir for all np -*• ppir fits (not all are real - some are nd — npir p ).
s

Because of the strong n-ir dip correlation, one cuts out all TT 'S that also

dip downwards and thereby reduce the neutron induced ir background to 0. 55

± 0. 55 events (for ir's less than 400 MeV/c).

To measure the neutron background in the i-prong + y sample from np-*

o -
npiw , the ppir events were again used to determine the neutron flux. A

separate experiment was done to measure the ratio R = (i-prong + \)/(np-*

ppir ) from neutrons. The 12-foot chamber was exposed to a 0-3 GeV/c neu-

tron beam to simulate the neutron flux in the v film. All i-prong + y events

and all three prongs were scanned and measured and R was determined to be

0. 19 ± 0. 04. In this way the neutron-induced i-prong + y background is eval-

uated to be 0. 91 ± 0. 45 events in the selected proton phase space.

Next consider the photo-induced background caused by Bremsstrahlung

of cosmic xnuons in the chamber magnet iron. To determine this unexpected

background, all c e pairs were scanned and measured in 55, 000 frames.

Fig. 6(a) shows the distances of the vertices of the e e" pairs above 150 MeV

(the threshold energy for \p •* Nir) from their associated cosmic rays. For

comparison, Fig. &(b) and (c) show histograms of the "accidental" distances

•" of vp » | i pt and np •* ppir events from the nearest cosmic ray in those



frames. ; Most pairs (44/56) are within 20 cm of a cosmic ray. By removing

^all.neutral current events within 20 cm (Fig. 6(d)), one greatly reduces the

photo-induced background. Using known e e and photo-induced pion produc-

tion cross sections, the background to the ir and 1-prang + y samples is

0. 33 ± 0. 10 and 0. 02 ± 0. 01 events, respectively.

The "leaving ir " sample can also have a background from vp -» jo, n,

since the experiment cannot distinguish leaving pions from muons. Using the

calculated v flux from IT yield measurements and the nucleon form factors

measured in the reaction vn -* ji p in the 12-foot chamber, one can calculate

the p. momentum spectrum, shown in Fig. 7. From the 5. 5% of the muons

less than 400 MeV/cj the antineutrino background is determined to be 0. 04 ±

0. 04 events.

The i-prong -f- y sample can have three additional backgrounds. The anti-

neutrino background vp •• p, nir , calculated as above, is negligible. The

probability of an e e pair accidentally pointing to a 1-prong was determined

by attempting to do 3-constraint fits on 1-prongs and pairs which are on dif-

ferent frames; this background is 0. 11 ± 0. 11 events. Finally, the background

from incoming ir 's that charge exchange into n(iir ) £ & 1 followed by a pair

conversion, was measured by searching the film for 4-constraint fits to tr p*-»

ir p. Using known ir p elastic and CEX cross sections, and applying the 1-

prong phase space cuts, the background is measured to be 0. 52 ± 0. 23 events.

The K. induced background was determined by searching for examples
Lt



of K p -• A™ , KT p — K p , etc. and was found to be negligible.

Table I summarizes the data samples for reactions (2) and (3) and the

various background measurements. Folding the Poisson distributed fluctua-

tions of the background with the 0. 73 event uncertainty in the measured back-

ground, the probability of seeing 14 or more events when 2. 49 are expected

is 1. 2 x 10 - i. e., a 4. 3 standard deviation effect. So this experiment con-

firms that neutral currents exist and that they mediate the exclusive channels

(2) and (3). By applying the same selection criteria to the tr and proton

tracks in reaction (6), one measures the neutral current to charge current

ratios

<r (vp -

R , « r < v P - v p A = o.51 ±0.27
o . +.

«r(vp -»|i pir )

and R + R = 0. 68 ± 0. 28. In determining these ratios, several assumptions

o [9]
concerning the vp -• vN2ir and vd -• vmr (p ) cross sections were required.

While this data certainly confirms that neutral current exists, it does

not yet provide serious tests of various model predictions. Using the Weinberg-

Saiatn formulation of a renormaiizabie gauge ihuory of weak -a.au electromag-

[7] *
netic interactions, Albright et al. have calculated lower limits to R + R

as a function of the Weinbcrg angle $ ; these results are shown in Fig. 8.

[3]
S. Adlcr has modified his very elaborate model for vN -* |xNtf to include

neutral currents in the Weinbcrg fashion; his prediction is also shown in Fig. 8.
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[9]J. Sakurai has constructed a simple model of neutral currents (not renor-

malizable) that is characterized by an isoscalar neutral current. In this

model, there can be ho A (1236) production in (2) and (3) and, therefore, the

predicted cross sections are quite small (R + R <T 5%) at ANL energies.

The data is compared with the models in Fig. 8; it is not in disagreement

with either Albright or Adler, but it does not support Sakurai1 s prediction

of very small single pion cross sections.

Because of the large errors on the Argonne ratios, the new results

[4]
do not conflict with the old Columbia spark chamber experiment which

measured the ratio

2<r (v n •* |j. p-rr )

using an aluminum target. Including both isospin 1/2 and 3/2 in the Adler

tnodel and allowing for important nuclear charge exchange effects which

change charged current produced tr 's into IT 'S , the Weinberg model predicts

a ratio 0. 11 « R «£ 0. 42 depending upon the value of sin Q . A new experi-

T5]
• znent at Brookhaven will soon improve the R measurement.

r oo

Reaction vp-» vp

[2]
The CERN propane experiment (1970) looked for the elastic reaction

(1) by scanning for 1-prong proton tracks with momentum 535 « P < 1090

MeV/c; the low energy cut was applied to reduce the neutron-induced back-

ground np -• np and the high energy cut was applied so that protons could be



distinguished from pions. For each 1-prong, the corresponding incident neu-

trino energy was calculated, assuming the event to be vp -• vp, and it was

required to lie in the i-4 GeV range. Four events pass these cuts and cor-

respond to a ratio of

* f r P - y E L = 0 . 12 ± 0 . 0 6 ,
o- (vn — |j. p)

where no attempt v/as made to measure the background.

[3]The Argonne-Concordia-Purdue experiment has recently searched

for reaction (1) using the same basic technique. A scan was made for leaving

1-prongs in the 12-foot chamber; this data sample contains unbiased protons with

momentum greater than 550 MeV/c. Of the three film exposures mentioned

above, only the last deuterium one was used, since the neutron background

is clearly smallest in this exposure. For the 1131 1-prongs found, Fig. 9(a)

shows the momentum distribution. Since the shielding on top of the chamber is

known to be weak, it is relevant to examine the azimuthal angle of the 1-prongs

about the v beam direction, as shown in Fig. 9(b), where 270 corresponds to

protons going upward. The shaded events represent those with momentum

greater than 7(10 MeV/c. From a Monte Carlo calculation of np -» np using the

Jsnpsm jxp sj&^iic rMfff»T<»nHai CXQS.S £e.£ti-0ix AS .a inaction of neutron momentum,

assuming a neutron flux of the form F(P ) = AP , and taking the directions

of the neutrons from the (a) np -• ppir fits and/or (b) the proton directions of

those i-prongs greater than 700 MeV/c, one obtains the curve shown in Fig. 9(c).

Using the Monte Carlo as a guide, a selection is made on the azimuthal angle:
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216° <S 4> ** 324°. Four events above 700 KeV/c satisfy this angular cut (30%

of the entire angular range).

One must next determine the magnitude of the background reactions.

Table II gives a summary of the various backgrounds, the basic techniques

used to measure them, and the results. Note that (a) one cannot separate

fast protons from u 's, (b) that vp — vptr is a large background (.'), and (c)

the neutron background is manageable once the angular cut is applied.

The experiment does not observe neutral currents and measures a

preliminary ratio of

<r(vp~v£L = _o.O8±O.2O .

This experiment appears to have the potential to observe vp -• vp after obtain-

ing additional low neutron background film (this month).

The two experimental results are compared with the Weinberg model

in Fig. 10, where the different kinematic cuts have been accounted for. The

model is still alive and awaiting better data.
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Reaction vn —

This O-constraint reaction is being searched for in the Argonne deu-

• terium fillings of the 12-foot. To eliminate background from the charged

current processes such as vn — jx pir , all candidates for reaction (5) must

have a strong interaction secondary scatter on the negative track. To further

purify the data sample, some of the selection criteria found useful in the study

of reactions (2) and (3) have also been applied to vpir : pion momentum less

than 400 MeV/c, proton momentum less than 1000 MeV/c, and the spectator

proton less than 300 MeV/c. By using dE/dx energy loss, incoming charged

track scatters were also eliminated.

The preliminary data sample consists of 14 events. While the photo-

induced, v, and K backgrounds are estimated to be negligible, the neutron

background from nn •* npu is 2 ± 2 events (after applying the above-mentioned

cuts). So the reaction vn-» vpir appears to exist and to have an appreciable

cross section. Fig. 11 displays the energy dependence of the cross section

for ir momentum < 400 MeV/c and p momentum less than 1000 MeV/c.

^ The neutral to charge current ratio

2 - ^ *?" ' = 0.18 ±0.07
<r(vp — p. pir )

is similar to that measured for reaction (2). In Fig. 12, the laboratory mo-

mentum of the pion and proton is compared to that observed in reactions (2),

(3) and (6). Note that for (2) and (5), the pion spectrum appears to have an

excess at low momentum as compared to the charged current process.
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Fig. 13(a) shows the pw effective mass spectrum for reaction (5).

There are many events below 1236 MeV, although the ir and p momentum cuts

permit mass values up to 1400 MeV. This surprising result needs to be in-

2
vestigatcd further. Figs. 13(b} and (c) show histograms of q and the cosine

of the center*of-mass scattering angle between the two neutrinos; these dis-

tributions are quite similar to those ol reaction (6) and about what one would

naively expect.

This data sample will double in size during the next year as more film

is processed.

Conclusions

While the results obtained during this last year establish that neutral

currents do exist, much better quality data on the properties of the exclusive

channels are clearly needed to seriously test the current models. Improved

data from Argonne and results from the new experiments at Brookhaven,

LAMPF, and CERN using a propane filling of Gargamelle assure progress

in the near future.
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Figure Captions *

Fig. i Energy dependence of the neutrino flux at Argonnti.

+ - 4

Fig. 2 Detection efficiency for leaving w tracks in vp *• jt « p events

when treated as one-prong events.
Fig. 3 The piosi momentum distribution for (a) the single t? sample, (b)

*• I* p* * (c) np — ppw in the neutrino film, and (d) np — ppw

in the neutron film. The cross-hatched events in (b) are those

which would be detected if they were single v tracks*

Fig. 4 The proton momentum distribution for (a) the I-prong 4 "y events,

(b) a sample o£ vp — |i "p^ events, (c) np -* ppss * events in the neu-

trino film, and (d) np — ppn * in the neutron film. In (c) and (d), the

60° anglc^vvas applied.

Fig. 5 For aU »p — ppw ", nd — ppw "n , and nd -* npir *p fits, the correla-

tion between the incident neutron and ir * dip angles.

Fig. 6 Distance between the event vertex and the nearest cosmic ray track

for (a) e e" pairs with E > 150 MeV, (b) np — ppw* events in the

neutrino film, (c) a sample of vp — p pn events, and (d) the single

w sample (unshaded) and the 1-prong + v sample (shaded).

Fig. 7 The |i momentum spectrum for the reaction vp •* p n.
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Fig. 8 Model predictions for R + R by Albright, Adler, and Sakurai as

compared to the experimental data from Argonne.

•.«. Fig. 9 For 1-prong events, (a) momentum spectrum, (b) azimuthal angle

distribution about v .beam direction, (c) Monte Carlo predicted azi-

muthal angle distribution.

Fig. 10 Weinberg model predictions for vp — vp compared to measured upper

limits. -

Fig. 11 Energy variation of vn •• vpw cross section as measured in the

Argonne-Concordia-Purdue experiment. •

Fig. 12 The laboratory momentum of the pion and proton in several neutral

current and charged* current reactions as measured in the Argonne

experiment. . . '

Fig. 13 For the 14 vn - vpn candidates: (a) the pir " effective mass distri-
2 2 •''' ' :'N

bution, (b) the Q = (P - P ,) distribution, and (c) the cosine of the

center of mass scattering angle between the neutrinos. -



Table ]

Event and Background Summary

Event Types Total After ?.O cm
Cosmic Cut

After, ir + pip
An«lc Cut

Cvents

Decaying ir
Scattered re
Leaving ir

2
3
3

. 8
1
I

10
4
4

7
3
3

6
1
0

1-Prong + Y Events

Total Events
JL
26 20 14

Background Types I -Prong + Y

Neutr on- Indue e d
Photo-Produced

- o
ir p — ir n
v p -• |x+n
Accidental Y Pointing

Total Background

0. 55 ± 0. 55
0. 33 ± 0. 10

0. 04 ± 0. 04

'.0. 92 ± 0. 56

0. 92 ± 0. 40
0. 02 * 0. 01
0. 52 £ 0. 23

0. i i ± 0. 11

1. 57 ± 0. 47

2 .49 * 0.73

For the IT? exposure, all three tr modes have been analyzed; for the D2 e>:-
posure, somewhat different fractions of the film have been processed for the
three modes.



Table If

Summary of Baefcgrotmd, yp •» yp and yn •* u. n Events

Reaction q > 0. 43 GeV" Furl hex- Cut on 4»
between 216 and 324£

np — npsr

np

vp

nn?

n

y p -f ynT

ir "p ?• neutral

•yp •• pT yni»

0. 73 ± 0, 73

0.28 i 0, 28

1. 14 ± 0. 5?

5. 13 ± 2, 72

0, 14 ± 0, 07

0. 52 ± 0. 26

0. 02 ± 0. 02

p? 27 ± 0, 27

0, 0? ± 0. 09

p. 34 ± 0, 17

1, 54 ± 0. 82

0. 04 ± 0. 04

0, 31 db 0,22

0. 01 ± 0. 01

Subtotal

np -r np

Total Estimated
Background

7, 96 ± 2, 90

77. 07 ± 7. 6P

85. 03 ± 8, 13

2. 60± 0, 91

2 t3t A 2.26

4. 91 ±2 . 44

Total Observed
Events

vp «• vp Signal

82

- 3 . 03 ± 8. 13

37. i<> i 4. 13

-0. 91 ± 2.44

41. J5± 1.24- | i p
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